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Abstract 
 

Knowledge sharing is an important element to the performance of organizations, 
considering intraorganizational relations. Thus, is observed a lot of variables which impact 
Knowledge Sharing positively or negatively. The objective of this study is to examine in 
what extent the factorsIntraorganizationalSocial Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work 
Conflict influence on Knowledge Sharing. Results indicated that only the correlation between 
Intraorganizational Social Connection and Knowledge Sharing was significant (0.338). The 
study concludes that the individual really will share more knowledge if hehas more social 
connections, also stating that Neuroticism and Family-Work Conflict was not significant in 
the correlation. 

 
Introduction 

 
Knowledge sharing is considered an important factor in the search of good results in 

organizations[1]. Because, the importance and contribution of knowledge to organizational 
competitiveness start at the time that knowledge is perceived by the people who possess it, 
using it in a useful way in the organizational context [2]. This occurs when people realize that 
the source of this knowledge is not just on databases, but also in themselves[2]. Thus, the 
Knowledge Sharing covers the need to share the knowledge from one individual to 
another,seeking organizational survival, because the concentration of knowledge in one 
individual limits those organizationsto use this knowledge in a strategic approach, this is, 
consideringin a broad sense[3]. So,the importance of share knowledge reflects in the need of 
organizations remain alive, without exclusive dependence of a single individual. By sharing 
knowledge, the professionals also have the possibility to stay updated on his market; in 
addition, others colleagues in the same organization can get knowledge to solve a problem 
that is occurring [4]. In this sense, Knowledge Sharing can impact in different ways the 
processes in organizations [5]. 

 
Currently, it is perceived the importance of Knowledge Sharing,because individuals 

know how to share, but there is a difficulty to share this knowledge[4]. Thus, it is considered 
that the behavior of individuals to share knowledge is influenced by contextual factors and 
individual perceptions [6]. Before these influences on Knowledge Sharing process in 
organizations [5], this study aims to examine in what the extent the factorsIntraorganizational 
Social Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict influence Knowledge Sharing. 
Such, the concept of Knowledge Sharing is defined in this study as the dissemination of 
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knowledge of one individual to his colleagues in an organization, where two or more parties 
are involved in this process [7]. The analysis of this concept allows us to understand some 
factors that contribute to an individual share the knowledge and how other factors affect for 
this to occur [8]. 

 
In what concerns about Knowledge Sharing in organizations, internal relations must 

be considered (i.e., networks), where the mere existence of ties between the nodes of the 
system refersthat the individuals (i.e., actors) are socially connected [9]. When these 
relationships between the individuals are more frequent, the possibility of positive connection 
is higher, reflecting behaviors associated with the roleof inclusion in the network [10], and 
promoting greater Intraorganizational Social Connection [11]. Furthermore, must be 
considered also factors related to the influences caused by the individual’s personality, being 
considered in this study the variable Neuroticism, which is conceptualized by John and 
Srivastava [12] as the contrast between emotional stability to negative emotions, such as 
anxiousness, nervousness, sadness and tension. Finally, must consider that the relationship 
between the individual and his work can be characterized by a strong influence of work in the 
various spheres of individual’s life (e.g. personal and family), which doesn’t allows 
autonomy between them and causes profound changes and imbalances [13]. So, it is 
important to consider the influence of the relationship between the organization and contexts 
of the family, through the variableFamily-Work Conflict. Family and work are the two most 
important areas of the life for most adults [14].Family tensions can influence the role that 
individual plays in his work [15], being necessary to analyze the influence of Knowledge 
Sharing with other colleagues in face of Family-Work Conflict. 

 
Thus, this research seeks to answer the following research problem: what is the 

influence of IntraorganizationalSocial Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict 
on Knowledge Sharing? To reach this research problem, this article is organized into five 
sections summarized. After this brief introduction, is presented the literature review 
presenting the hypotheses of the study, then the methodological procedures, soon after, 
results and finally conclusions. 

 
Knowledge Sharing In Organizations 

 
Knowledge in organizations is materialized through social relationships and is not 

concentrated in a single agent [16]. It is worth considering that knowledge doesn’t come from 
zero, but through a process of interaction in the environment through language, symbols and 
knowledge that allow contextualization of abstract knowledge and inter-subjective validation 
[17] through social interactions [18]. In the moment that an individual shares his knowledge 
with other colleagues, there are influences in innovation processes and competitiveness [19], 
generating benefits to the organization. Knowledge Sharing models in the literature utilize 
factors related to both individual and environment. Regarding the individual, [20] uses to 
analysis the motivational factors, [21] discusses motivation and attitudes, and [22] use factors 
related to personality traits, skills and motivation. In addition, [23] consider that Knowledge 
Sharing can also be considered as a culture of social interaction between employees through 
exchange of skills and knowledge for each department or organization as a whole. 

 
According to Polanyi [24], knowledge consists of tacit and explicit knowledge. This 

was described by some authors through various models present in the literature, which do an 
inter-relationship of these components, such as the model of socialization, externalization, 
combination, and internalization of Nonaka and Takeuchi [5]. This sharing of knowledge is 
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regarded as an intentional exchange aimed at creating new knowledge [25]. Also, generates 
numerous benefits for the organization, ranging from the improvement of human resources to 
the optimization of intellectual capital [26], helping in the development of competitive 
advantage through innovation and improving productivity [27]. Even with the advantages 
presented, Rivera-Vazquez et al. [25] points out that some studies identify the existence of 
cultural barriers to these Knowledge Sharing activities occurs in organizations. These barriers 
are classified into two levels, the macro level that is based on national cultural dimensions of 
Hofstede [28], and the micro level that is based on the national culture of the individuals 
belonging to the organization [25]. 

 
Knowledge sharing is considered the process in which the knowledge of one person 

becomes to be understood and used by others, resulting in a conscious and voluntary act of 
exchange of knowledge, without any obligation to do it[20]. Therefore, there is a need to 
identify variables that can influence the Knowledge Sharing. In this article the Knowledge 
Sharing was analyzed according to the extent of exchanges of information and experiences 
during social interaction between each actor in the network compared to its colleges[18]. 
Since the existing studies analyze a plurality of possible variables, it is clear the need for 
researches to study the influence of Intraorganizational Social Connection,Neuroticism, and 
Family-Work Conflict in relation to the Knowledge Sharing, so this article aims contribute to 
the filling of this gap existent in the literature. 

 
Intraorganizational Social Connection, Neuroticism, Family-Work Conflict 
 
Knowledge sharing in organizations results of social variables related to individuals. 

According [29], it is important to analyze that organizations need to be considered as 
networks which interrelate their activities and where consequently emerges the learning 
process. In the relational approach, involving the interaction between actors [30], an 
important factor for understanding the transfer process of knowledge is the level of 
IntraorganizationalSocial Connection between the parties. The higher level of the interaction 
between the actors, higherthe exchange of experiences[31]. Grant [10] states that, at the time 
occurs frequent interactions between two organizational actors, the possibility of positive 
affect tends to be higher than the possibility of negative affect. An organizational actor 
develops a role perspective front to others organizational actors who holds more frequent 
interactions and strong connection ties [32]. Thus, it is important to consider that social 
networks of individuals favor the development of interpersonal connections, while an 
advanced culture expands social circles to which individuals belong [33]. 

 
Thus, IntraorganizationalSocial Connection is important as it allows the evaluation of 

organizational social ties that are part of intraorganizational networks, these networks that are 
formed by the behavior of the actors who belong to the organization[34]. The construct 
Intraorganizational Social Connection was developed by [34], considered the evaluation of 
the quality of direct links from a mainactor. This evaluation starts with a comparison between 
the expectations and the inclusion behavior, performed by the constant interaction with 
certain common social actors [34]. According[32], the higher interaction between two social 
actors generates strengthening ties. [11,34] also emphasizes that the direct and more frequent 
contacts make the individual feel included in the intraorganizational network, where the 
implications of these contacts (i.e., connections) are transferred to other fields of individual’s 
social networks(e.g., organizational actors). Thus, the construct Intraorganizational Social 
Connection contributes to know in what extent the contacts make the organizational actor 
feels that is belonging to the organization who are socially connected to the 
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intraorganizational network, as part of a cohesive group, and also, that is part of a family 
group [11,34]. Thus, it is stated that: 

 
H1: IntraorganizationalSocial Connection is positively related withKnowledge 

Sharing. 
 
On the other hand, Neuroticism is part of the model called "Big Five", which seeks to 

understand the essence of human nature from the individual differences. This model analyzes 
the constitution of personality through five major lines: (i) extraversion, (ii) socialization, (iii) 
scrupulosity, (iv) neuroticism, and (v) openness to experience [34]. Neuroticism refers to 
chronic level of maladjustment and emotional instability, where individuals go through 
emotional patterns experiences related to a psychological discomfort caused by distress, 
anguish and suffering [35]. According to [36], individuals with high levels of neuroticism are 
more prone to psychological suffering, and may have considerable levels of anxiety, 
depression, hostility, vulnerability, self-criticism, and impulsivity. The Neuroticism when 
present at higher levels can bias ideas dissociated from reality, lower frustration tolerance, 
negative affect, lower capacities of control the excitement and low self-esteem [36]. 

 
The Neuroticism is described by [37] as a dimension made up of many individual 

differences that tend unpleasant and distressing emotions, with both cognitive and behavioral 
traits. More than a temporary emotional state, Neuroticism is a stable personality trend, 
having strong links to robust negative judgments interpretations related to the assessment 
cognitive affective processes [38]. [35]state that to be related to emotional characteristics of 
individuals, Neuroticism refers to chronic level of adjustment and emotional instability. 
Furthermore, Neuroticism factor refers to the individual differences in emotional patterns 
related to psychological discomfort, cognitive aspects and behaviors. High levels of 
neuroticism may be associated with conflicts related to the professional environment, with 
emphasis on personality traits that include the difficulty of dealing with stressful situations 
[35]. Based on these, the study looked for to confirm the following statement: 

 
H2: Neuroticism is negatively related with Knowledge Sharing. 
 
Finally, is important the presence of Family-Work Conflicton Knowledge Sharing, 

Family-Work Conflict considersthat family responsibilities can spoil job performance [39, 
40]. This occurs because family and work are considered the key domains in the individual’s 
live[14, 41]. Until recently, researches had its focus on the work and its influences in the 
family domain, being approached by the label Work-Family Conflict [15,42]. Besides, the 
influence that the family exercised toward work was perceived, and considered as a form of 
conflict between roles, in which the demands created by the family interfere in the 
performance of professional responsibilities, covered by the label ofFamily-Work 
Conflict[42, 43). In this approach, one of the contributions that elucidate this conflict was 
made by [43], which corroborated exemplifying that a child's disease influences in the 
frequency of the individual at work, resulting in Family-Work Conflict. 

 
According [42],Family-Work Conflict is a form of inter-roles conflict, that occurs at 

the time when the demands of work and family roles are mutually conflicting, by the fact that 
the action of a role (e.g. family) is complicated by the actions of another role (e.g. work), this 
model is based on time, needs and behavior. [42]consider that there is conflict between 
family and work by the fact that the demands of a role can compromise the performance 
expected by the individual in another role, such as when the obligations that the individual 
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has at home with your family entail losses in their performance at work [42]. In an 
organizational context approach, the problem of Family-Work Conflict can affect the 
performance of employees, and therefore the company's outcomes[44]. According to [44], 
due to this conflict there is an increase in the pressure for the implementation of supportive 
policies and quality of life at work, aiming to ease the stress of employees both in the 
professional and personal context. [44] also emphasize that all of these studies which 
emphasize the dynamics of conflicts between personal and professional life, can help 
organizations in developing practices aimed at the balance between both domains, allowing 
better use of resources and provides a more productive organizational environment. 
Therefore, there is a possible influence ofFamily-Work Conflictto Knowledge Sharing, 
deduced by the following statement: 

 
H3: Family-Work Conflict is negatively related with Knowledge Sharing. 

 
Methodology 

 
As a research method to test the hypotheses was opted for the survey. It was defined 

as social context of research the departments of Human Resources and Safety and 
Occupational Medicine of a higher education institution in the south of Brazil. In order to 
preserve the company and individuals for any association with results of the survey, the name 
of the institution will not be divulged. During the collection of the data period, the 
department had approximately 130 employees, of whom 114 answered questionnaires, and of 
these, 113 questionnaires were validated. Only one questionnaire was invalidated by the fact 
that was not completely answered. Thus, it is a non-probabilistic sampling by adhesion, 
implying only possibilities of analytical generalization, this is, to the theory. The data were 
treated with a factorial analysis, correlation and regression by means of the SPSS software. 
Was used as instrument of data collection a structured questionnaire composed of five 
Knowledge Sharing indicators [11, 34], four indicators of Intraorganizational Social 
Connection[11], eight indicators of Neuroticism [12], and four indicators of Family-Work 
Conflict[45]. It was used a Likert scale of five points considering that 1 = Strongly Disagree 
to 5 = Strongly Agree. 

 
Validation Of The Measures 

 
The measures applied in the research were examined in terms of validity and 

reliability,was applied the factorial analysis, and as an initial condition the normality of the 
data was verified. According[46] a visual check of the histogram comparing the values of the 
observed data with a near normal distribution is the simplest diagnostic test to verify the 
normality of the data. Furthermore, [46] argue that the normality refers to the distribution of 
data for an individual metric variable and its correspondence with the normal distribution. 
The normal range is considered as a reference standard for statistical methods, because if the 
observed values are far from normal, all resulting statistical tests are invalid [46]. The 
validation of the measures occurs by the analysis of the normality of the variables, observed 
graphically indicating closeness to normality.However, to support the validation of these 
measures were employed statistical methods. 

 
The measure Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) of sampling adequacy relates to the 

variation in the proportion of the variance of the common data to all the variables, and the 
closer to 1, better the result [46]. In addition, Bartlett test ofsphericity attempts to determine 
the adequacy of the factorial analysis to examine the entire correlation matrix, this is, through 
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a statistical test which shows the presence of correlations between variables [46].The results 
obtained were 0.785 for the KMO measure and significance (Sig.) 0.000 for the Bartlett test 
of sphericity, these results indicate a possible correlation between the variables, and also the 
adequacy of the data, it being possible to perform the factorial analysis. The reason for 
application of a factorial analysis assumes what[46] addresses, the factorial analysis deal with 
the problem of analyzing the structure of correlations between a large number of variables, 
defining a set of common latent dimensions, this is, factors. From the factorial analysis, the 
total variance explained showed that the data were retained in only four components, 
explaining up to 61% of the total variability, despising others, because after the fifth 
component the variance was considered low, so it is justifiable disregard other factors. 
However, the proposed model is constituted by factors which are the first four components as 
shows Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Total variance explained 
Total variance explained 

Component 
Initial own values Extraction sums of the loadings 

squared Rotating sums of the loading squared 

Total % of 
variance 

% 
cumulative Total % of 

variance 
% 

cumulative Total % of 
variance % cumulative 

1 5.889 28.043 28.043 5.889 28.043 28.043 4.599 21.900 21.900 
2 3.310 15.761 43.804 3.310 15.761 43.804 3.472 16.532 38.431 
3 2.163 10.300 54.104 2.163 10.300 54.104 3.152 15.008 53.439 
4 1.470 7.001 61.105 1.470 7.001 61.105 1.610 7.666 61.105 
5 1.179 5.614 66.719       6 .882 4.200 70.920       7 .777 3.698 74.618       8 .729 3.474 78.092       9 .689 3.279 81.371       10 .579 2.756 84.127       11 .530 2.522 86.649       12 .513 2.445 89.094       13 .441 2.102 91.196       14 .366 1.743 92.939       15 .331 1.577 94.516       16 .272 1.295 95.811       17 .269 1.280 97.091       18 .230 1.097 98.189       19 .165 .787 98.976       20 .123 .585 99.560       21 .092 .440 100.000            

Source: elaborate by the authors. 
 
After analysis total variance explained, the validation of measurements followed with 

the method of principal components extraction, applyingthe method of orthogonal rotation 
VARIMAX, demonstrating that each factor is distributed in only one component.In a general 
way, the rotated matrix present the set of questions that explain the component, as shows 
Table 2, indicating if the measuresmeasure what they really what to measure, this is an 
internal consistency of the scale, and the distribution of each factor in its respective 
component. [46]consider that the effect of rotating the factorial matrix is to redistribute the 
variances of the first factors to the last in order to achieve a simpler factor pattern, and 
theoretically more meaningful. The VARIMAX rotation criterion focuses on simplifying the 
columns of the factorial matrix, maximizing the sum of the variances from the required loads 
[46]. 
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Finally, Cronbach's Alpha is a measure of reliability ranging from 0 to 1, based on the 
values from 0.60 to 0.70 as the lower limit of acceptability, and reliability is the extent to 
which a variable or a set of variables is consistent with the measures, that is, considering 
consecutive measurements performed, the measures will present reliability if indicate 
consistent results [46]. Thus, a reliability analysis of the measures was performed to find out 
if the sets of questions (i.e. components) actually measure what is proposed. It verified the 
reliability of the instrument, by measuring the Cronbach's Alpha for each component, with 
values of 0.909 for Intraorganizational Social Connection, 0.877 for Neuroticism, 0.739 for 
Family-Work Conflict, and 0.828 for Knowledge Sharing. 

 
Table 2: Component matrix rotating’ 

Component matrix rotating 

Variables 

Component 

1 
(Neuroticism) 

2 
(Intraorganizational 
Social Connection) 

3 
(Knowledge 

Sharing) 

4 
(Family-

Work 
Conflict) 

My family / friends complain about how many 
times I show myself preoccupied with work when 
I'm home.    .561 

At work I have so many activities that they make 
me forget my personal (interests) things.    .602 

I am considered someone well connected here in 
company with many contacts.    .540 

Because of my contacts I'm one of the first to hear 
company news.    .525 

I am a person who is stressed in nervous 
situations. .803    
I am a person who cares too much about others 
things. .642    
I am a person who can’t deal well with stressful 
situations. .610    
I am a person who gets stressed. .725    I am a person who gets angry easily. .827    I am a person who gets nervous easily. .821    I am a moody person that can quickly change 
mood. .749    
I am a person that can be easily upset by things 
that go wrong. .617    
I share my experiences of working with 
colleagues that need need.   .733  
When I discuss in group I do everything to share 
my experiences.   .698  
I always show the information that my colleagues 
may need to work.   .770  
Whenever I think of something that can improve 
the work of colleagues I say.   .786  
I let my colleagues to see how I do things at work 
for them to learn.   .829  
My contacts at work do I feel like I am part of the 
organization.  .887   
My contacts at work make me feel included in the 
organization.  .881   
My contacts at work make me feel like I was at 
home.  .743   
My contacts at work do I feel like I am part of an 
integrated group.  .864   
Source: elaborate by the authors. 
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Analysis and Discussion of the Results 
 
In the correlation and regression analysis was applied the test of the hypothesis. Table 

3 showscorrelation coefficients of the model, which considers the Knowledge Sharing as the 
dependent variable and the remaining variables as independent. Thus, the first hypothesis was 
the only corroborated, which states that Intraorganizational Social Connection is positively 
related with Knowledge Sharing, and its Pearson correlation coefficient 0.338, where, the 
higher Knowledge Sharing, the higher Intraorganizational Social Connection. The second 
hypothesis states that Neuroticism is negatively related with Knowledge Sharing, but this 
hypothesis was refuted, because doesn’t show significance in the correlation model, Finally, 
the third hypothesis, which states that Family-Work Conflict is negatively related with 
Knowledge Sharing, was also refuted, because doesn’t show significance. 

 
Highlights that there is a correlation between Family-Work Conflict and Neuroticism, 

with a positive correlation coefficient of 0.405, this is, the higher Family-Work Conflict, 
higher the Neuroticism and vice versa. There is also a negative correlation between Family-
Work Conflict and Intraorganizational Social Connection, the higher Family-Work Conflict, 
lower the Intraorganizational Social Connection. Another negative correlation occurs 
between Neuroticism and Intraorganizational Social Connection, the higher Neuroticism, 
lower the Intraorganizational Social Connection and vice versa.  

 
Table 3: Correlations 

Correlations 

 

Family-Work 
Conflict Neuroticism Knowledge Sharing Intraorganizacional 

Social Connection 
Family-Work Conflict 1    Neuroticism .405*** 1   Knowledge Sharing -.023 -.141 1  Intraorganizacional Social 
Connection -.295*** -.301*** .338*** 1 

Source: elaborate by the authors. 
***p< 0.01 (two-tailed). 

 
 
In the regression model, the adjusted coefficient of determination (adjusted R²) is a 

measure of the adjusted coefficient of determination (R²), that considers the number of 
independent variables included in the regression equation, and the sample size [46].Besides, 
the variance inflation factor (VIF) is an indicator to the effect of other independent variables 
to the standard error of regression coefficient, it is directly related to the value of tolerance, so 
high values of VIF indicate high degree of collinearity or multicollinearity between the 
independent variables [46]. Table 4 shows the regression coefficients, where only 
Intraorganizational Social ConnectionBeta is significant, corresponding to fist hypothesis, 
wherein Knowledge Sharing is the dependent variable, and correlates positively with 
Intraorganizational Social Connection. In general, the model is significant, with F value = 
5.219, whereas 0.102 R² adjusted, where the power of explanation model is a maximum of 
10.20%, considering what was addressed as Knowledge Sharing. Furthermore, the data 
indicate that the VIF measure is less than 5 for the independent variables, thus it is concluded 
that there is no multicollinearity between measurements. 
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Table4: Regression 
Intraorganizational Social Connection 
Family-Work Conflict 

.347*** 

.117 
Neuroticism -.084 
R² .127 
Adjusted R² .102 
F 5.219*** 

Source: elaborate by the authors. 
*** p< 0.01 (two-tailed). 

As discussed in the literature, the Knowledge Sharing aims to analyze the extent of 
exchanges of information and experiences during social interactions between each actor in 
the network compared to its colleges[18]. The literature indicated that the higher the level of 
interaction, will also be greater exchange of experience between them [31]. Was identified a 
gap in the literature, because the existing research analyzed several variables, but wasn’t 
identified studies concerned about the influences of Intraorganizational Social 
Connection,Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict regarding the Knowledge Sharing. Thus, 
this work aims to contribute filling this gap. 

 
The first hypothesis presents Intraorganizational Social Connection, and seeking to 

assess the extent which contacts of the organizational actor make him have a sense of 
belonging to the organization [11]. Thus, this hypothesis was confirmed, 
andIntraorganizational Social Connection is positively related to the Knowledge Sharing. The 
base of second hypothesis was the concept of [44], where high levels of neuroticism are 
associated with conflicts related to the professional environment, such as personality traits 
address the difficulty of dealing with stressful situations. However, it was refuted, thus the 
Neuroticism is not related negatively with Knowledge Sharing. The third hypothesis was 
based on the concept of [42], in which the authors assume the existence of conflict between 
work and family, due to the fact that the demands made on a role can compromise the 
performance expected by the individual in another role. But, the third hypothesis was refuted, 
because Family-Work Conflict is not negatively related with Knowledge Sharing. 

 
Conclusions 

 
This article aimed to examine in what extent the factors Neuroticism, 

Intraorganizational Social Connection, and Family-Work Conflict influence Knowledge 
Sharing. Was important consider these factors because Knowledge Sharing can impact in 
different ways processes in organizations coming from the interactions between the 
individuals[5]. So, the behavior of individuals to share knowledge is influenced by contextual 
factors and individual personal perceptions [6], in this study was considered three of a huge 
amount of variables. Faced with this context, was noted that the literature presented a study 
opportunity, thanwas evaluated some variables that could had positive or negative effect on 
Knowledge Sharing, they are: Intraorganizational Social Connections, Neuroticism, and 
Family-Work Conflict. 

 
The discussion started from the premise that Knowledge Sharing in organizations 

should consider the internal relations, considering ties between nods of the system referred to 
individuals who are socially connected [9]. It was understood that the variables 
Intraorganizational Social Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict constitute 
and determine the internal relations of the actors. Social Connection, according [31], 
indicates that the higher the level of interaction between the actors, higher the exchange of 
experience between them. Thus, the IntraorganizationalSocial Connection corroborates with 
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what [16] points, that knowledge in organizations is maintained through social relationships 
and is not concentrated in one individual. When relations between individuals are more 
frequent, there is a greater possibility of positive connection [10], promoting greater 
Intraorganizational Social Connection [11,34].Whereas, [36] state that Neuroticism when 
present in high levels of individual's personality can bias ideas dissociated from reality, and 
compromise the relations. In the other hand, Family-Work Conflict indicates, according to 
[15], that the family tensions can influence the role the individual plays in their work. So [42] 
indicate that claims of work and family are mutually conflicting. From the relationship 
between Knowledge Sharing literature and the other independent variables, the deduction of 
some assertions that presupposed the correlation between the variables, positive or negative 
was possible. 

 
However, the research problem was answered by checking the influence of 

Intraorganizational Social Connection,Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict on 
Knowledge Sharing. Thus, the main contribution of this paper is focused on results that show 
how Intraorganizational Social Connection really has influence on Knowledge Sharing, 
whereas Family-Work Conflict and Neuroticism were not confirmed as influencers of 
Knowledge Sharing. The individual share the same amount of knowledge with the presence 
of Neuroticism and Family-Work Conflict, not affecting negatively the Knowledge Sharing 
as originally thought. But, the individual actually share more knowledge if he lodge more 
social connections, making possible to fill a space of the gap that this paper set out to meet. 
About the limitations, this study may not be generalizable in a probabilistic way, only 
analytical generalization is possible. Thus, future research suggestions may address how the 
Knowledge Sharing occurs in other sectors, under different condition, as well considering 
other independent variables. Another suggestion is to examine the influence of the 
independent variables that were significantly correlated. 
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Abstract



Knowledge sharing is an important element to the performance of organizations, considering intraorganizational relations. Thus, is observed a lot of variables which impact Knowledge Sharing positively or negatively. The objective of this study is to examine in what extent the factorsIntraorganizationalSocial Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict influence on Knowledge Sharing. Results indicated that only the correlation between Intraorganizational Social Connection and Knowledge Sharing was significant (0.338). The study concludes that the individual really will share more knowledge if hehas more social connections, also stating that Neuroticism and Family-Work Conflict was not significant in the correlation.



Introduction



Knowledge sharing is considered an important factor in the search of good results in organizations[1]. Because, the importance and contribution of knowledge to organizational competitiveness start at the time that knowledge is perceived by the people who possess it, using it in a useful way in the organizational context [2]. This occurs when people realize that the source of this knowledge is not just on databases, but also in themselves[2]. Thus, the Knowledge Sharing covers the need to share the knowledge from one individual to another,seeking organizational survival, because the concentration of knowledge in one individual limits those organizationsto use this knowledge in a strategic approach, this is, consideringin a broad sense[3]. So,the importance of share knowledge reflects in the need of organizations remain alive, without exclusive dependence of a single individual. By sharing knowledge, the professionals also have the possibility to stay updated on his market; in addition, others colleagues in the same organization can get knowledge to solve a problem that is occurring [4]. In this sense, Knowledge Sharing can impact in different ways the processes in organizations [5].



Currently, it is perceived the importance of Knowledge Sharing,because individuals know how to share, but there is a difficulty to share this knowledge[4]. Thus, it is considered that the behavior of individuals to share knowledge is influenced by contextual factors and individual perceptions [6]. Before these influences on Knowledge Sharing process in organizations [5], this study aims to examine in what the extent the factorsIntraorganizational Social Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict influence Knowledge Sharing. Such, the concept of Knowledge Sharing is defined in this study as the dissemination of knowledge of one individual to his colleagues in an organization, where two or more parties are involved in this process [7]. The analysis of this concept allows us to understand some factors that contribute to an individual share the knowledge and how other factors affect for this to occur [8].



In what concerns about Knowledge Sharing in organizations, internal relations must be considered (i.e., networks), where the mere existence of ties between the nodes of the system refersthat the individuals (i.e., actors) are socially connected [9]. When these relationships between the individuals are more frequent, the possibility of positive connection is higher, reflecting behaviors associated with the roleof inclusion in the network [10], and promoting greater Intraorganizational Social Connection [11]. Furthermore, must be considered also factors related to the influences caused by the individual’s personality, being considered in this study the variable Neuroticism, which is conceptualized by John and Srivastava [12] as the contrast between emotional stability to negative emotions, such as anxiousness, nervousness, sadness and tension. Finally, must consider that the relationship between the individual and his work can be characterized by a strong influence of work in the various spheres of individual’s life (e.g. personal and family), which doesn’t allows autonomy between them and causes profound changes and imbalances [13]. So, it is important to consider the influence of the relationship between the organization and contexts of the family, through the variableFamily-Work Conflict. Family and work are the two most important areas of the life for most adults [14].Family tensions can influence the role that individual plays in his work [15], being necessary to analyze the influence of Knowledge Sharing with other colleagues in face of Family-Work Conflict.



Thus, this research seeks to answer the following research problem: what is the influence of IntraorganizationalSocial Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict on Knowledge Sharing? To reach this research problem, this article is organized into five sections summarized. After this brief introduction, is presented the literature review presenting the hypotheses of the study, then the methodological procedures, soon after, results and finally conclusions.



Knowledge Sharing In Organizations



Knowledge in organizations is materialized through social relationships and is not concentrated in a single agent [16]. It is worth considering that knowledge doesn’t come from zero, but through a process of interaction in the environment through language, symbols and knowledge that allow contextualization of abstract knowledge and inter-subjective validation [17] through social interactions [18]. In the moment that an individual shares his knowledge with other colleagues, there are influences in innovation processes and competitiveness [19], generating benefits to the organization. Knowledge Sharing models in the literature utilize factors related to both individual and environment. Regarding the individual, [20] uses to analysis the motivational factors, [21] discusses motivation and attitudes, and [22] use factors related to personality traits, skills and motivation. In addition, [23] consider that Knowledge Sharing can also be considered as a culture of social interaction between employees through exchange of skills and knowledge for each department or organization as a whole.



According to Polanyi [24], knowledge consists of tacit and explicit knowledge. This was described by some authors through various models present in the literature, which do an inter-relationship of these components, such as the model of socialization, externalization, combination, and internalization of Nonaka and Takeuchi [5]. This sharing of knowledge is regarded as an intentional exchange aimed at creating new knowledge [25]. Also, generates numerous benefits for the organization, ranging from the improvement of human resources to the optimization of intellectual capital [26], helping in the development of competitive advantage through innovation and improving productivity [27]. Even with the advantages presented, Rivera-Vazquez et al. [25] points out that some studies identify the existence of cultural barriers to these Knowledge Sharing activities occurs in organizations. These barriers are classified into two levels, the macro level that is based on national cultural dimensions of Hofstede [28], and the micro level that is based on the national culture of the individuals belonging to the organization [25].



Knowledge sharing is considered the process in which the knowledge of one person becomes to be understood and used by others, resulting in a conscious and voluntary act of exchange of knowledge, without any obligation to do it[20]. Therefore, there is a need to identify variables that can influence the Knowledge Sharing. In this article the Knowledge Sharing was analyzed according to the extent of exchanges of information and experiences during social interaction between each actor in the network compared to its colleges[18]. Since the existing studies analyze a plurality of possible variables, it is clear the need for researches to study the influence of Intraorganizational Social Connection,Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict in relation to the Knowledge Sharing, so this article aims contribute to the filling of this gap existent in the literature.



Intraorganizational Social Connection, Neuroticism, Family-Work Conflict



Knowledge sharing in organizations results of social variables related to individuals. According [29], it is important to analyze that organizations need to be considered as networks which interrelate their activities and where consequently emerges the learning process. In the relational approach, involving the interaction between actors [30], an important factor for understanding the transfer process of knowledge is the level of IntraorganizationalSocial Connection between the parties. The higher level of the interaction between the actors, higherthe exchange of experiences[31]. Grant [10] states that, at the time occurs frequent interactions between two organizational actors, the possibility of positive affect tends to be higher than the possibility of negative affect. An organizational actor develops a role perspective front to others organizational actors who holds more frequent interactions and strong connection ties [32]. Thus, it is important to consider that social networks of individuals favor the development of interpersonal connections, while an advanced culture expands social circles to which individuals belong [33].



Thus, IntraorganizationalSocial Connection is important as it allows the evaluation of organizational social ties that are part of intraorganizational networks, these networks that are formed by the behavior of the actors who belong to the organization[34]. The construct Intraorganizational Social Connection was developed by [34], considered the evaluation of the quality of direct links from a mainactor. This evaluation starts with a comparison between the expectations and the inclusion behavior, performed by the constant interaction with certain common social actors [34]. According[32], the higher interaction between two social actors generates strengthening ties. [11,34] also emphasizes that the direct and more frequent contacts make the individual feel included in the intraorganizational network, where the implications of these contacts (i.e., connections) are transferred to other fields of individual’s social networks(e.g., organizational actors). Thus, the construct Intraorganizational Social Connection contributes to know in what extent the contacts make the organizational actor feels that is belonging to the organization who are socially connected to the intraorganizational network, as part of a cohesive group, and also, that is part of a family group [11,34]. Thus, it is stated that:



H1: IntraorganizationalSocial Connection is positively related withKnowledge Sharing.



On the other hand, Neuroticism is part of the model called "Big Five", which seeks to understand the essence of human nature from the individual differences. This model analyzes the constitution of personality through five major lines: (i) extraversion, (ii) socialization, (iii) scrupulosity, (iv) neuroticism, and (v) openness to experience [34]. Neuroticism refers to chronic level of maladjustment and emotional instability, where individuals go through emotional patterns experiences related to a psychological discomfort caused by distress, anguish and suffering [35]. According to [36], individuals with high levels of neuroticism are more prone to psychological suffering, and may have considerable levels of anxiety, depression, hostility, vulnerability, self-criticism, and impulsivity. The Neuroticism when present at higher levels can bias ideas dissociated from reality, lower frustration tolerance, negative affect, lower capacities of control the excitement and low self-esteem [36].



The Neuroticism is described by [37] as a dimension made up of many individual differences that tend unpleasant and distressing emotions, with both cognitive and behavioral traits. More than a temporary emotional state, Neuroticism is a stable personality trend, having strong links to robust negative judgments interpretations related to the assessment cognitive affective processes [38]. [35]state that to be related to emotional characteristics of individuals, Neuroticism refers to chronic level of adjustment and emotional instability. Furthermore, Neuroticism factor refers to the individual differences in emotional patterns related to psychological discomfort, cognitive aspects and behaviors. High levels of neuroticism may be associated with conflicts related to the professional environment, with emphasis on personality traits that include the difficulty of dealing with stressful situations [35]. Based on these, the study looked for to confirm the following statement:



H2: Neuroticism is negatively related with Knowledge Sharing.



Finally, is important the presence of Family-Work Conflicton Knowledge Sharing, Family-Work Conflict considersthat family responsibilities can spoil job performance [39, 40]. This occurs because family and work are considered the key domains in the individual’s live[14, 41]. Until recently, researches had its focus on the work and its influences in the family domain, being approached by the label Work-Family Conflict [15,42]. Besides, the influence that the family exercised toward work was perceived, and considered as a form of conflict between roles, in which the demands created by the family interfere in the performance of professional responsibilities, covered by the label ofFamily-Work Conflict[42, 43). In this approach, one of the contributions that elucidate this conflict was made by [43], which corroborated exemplifying that a child's disease influences in the frequency of the individual at work, resulting in Family-Work Conflict.



According [42],Family-Work Conflict is a form of inter-roles conflict, that occurs at the time when the demands of work and family roles are mutually conflicting, by the fact that the action of a role (e.g. family) is complicated by the actions of another role (e.g. work), this model is based on time, needs and behavior. [42]consider that there is conflict between family and work by the fact that the demands of a role can compromise the performance expected by the individual in another role, such as when the obligations that the individual has at home with your family entail losses in their performance at work [42]. In an organizational context approach, the problem of Family-Work Conflict can affect the performance of employees, and therefore the company's outcomes[44]. According to [44], due to this conflict there is an increase in the pressure for the implementation of supportive policies and quality of life at work, aiming to ease the stress of employees both in the professional and personal context. [44] also emphasize that all of these studies which emphasize the dynamics of conflicts between personal and professional life, can help organizations in developing practices aimed at the balance between both domains, allowing better use of resources and provides a more productive organizational environment. Therefore, there is a possible influence ofFamily-Work Conflictto Knowledge Sharing, deduced by the following statement:



H3: Family-Work Conflict is negatively related with Knowledge Sharing.



Methodology



As a research method to test the hypotheses was opted for the survey. It was defined as social context of research the departments of Human Resources and Safety and Occupational Medicine of a higher education institution in the south of Brazil. In order to preserve the company and individuals for any association with results of the survey, the name of the institution will not be divulged. During the collection of the data period, the department had approximately 130 employees, of whom 114 answered questionnaires, and of these, 113 questionnaires were validated. Only one questionnaire was invalidated by the fact that was not completely answered. Thus, it is a non-probabilistic sampling by adhesion, implying only possibilities of analytical generalization, this is, to the theory. The data were treated with a factorial analysis, correlation and regression by means of the SPSS software. Was used as instrument of data collection a structured questionnaire composed of five Knowledge Sharing indicators [11, 34], four indicators of Intraorganizational Social Connection[11], eight indicators of Neuroticism [12], and four indicators of Family-Work Conflict[45]. It was used a Likert scale of five points considering that 1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree.



Validation Of The Measures



The measures applied in the research were examined in terms of validity and reliability,was applied the factorial analysis, and as an initial condition the normality of the data was verified. According[46] a visual check of the histogram comparing the values of the observed data with a near normal distribution is the simplest diagnostic test to verify the normality of the data. Furthermore, [46] argue that the normality refers to the distribution of data for an individual metric variable and its correspondence with the normal distribution. The normal range is considered as a reference standard for statistical methods, because if the observed values are far from normal, all resulting statistical tests are invalid [46]. The validation of the measures occurs by the analysis of the normality of the variables, observed graphically indicating closeness to normality.However, to support the validation of these measures were employed statistical methods.



The measure Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) of sampling adequacy relates to the variation in the proportion of the variance of the common data to all the variables, and the closer to 1, better the result [46]. In addition, Bartlett test ofsphericity attempts to determine the adequacy of the factorial analysis to examine the entire correlation matrix, this is, through a statistical test which shows the presence of correlations between variables [46].The results obtained were 0.785 for the KMO measure and significance (Sig.) 0.000 for the Bartlett test of sphericity, these results indicate a possible correlation between the variables, and also the adequacy of the data, it being possible to perform the factorial analysis. The reason for application of a factorial analysis assumes what[46] addresses, the factorial analysis deal with the problem of analyzing the structure of correlations between a large number of variables, defining a set of common latent dimensions, this is, factors. From the factorial analysis, the total variance explained showed that the data were retained in only four components, explaining up to 61% of the total variability, despising others, because after the fifth component the variance was considered low, so it is justifiable disregard other factors. However, the proposed model is constituted by factors which are the first four components as shows Table 1.



Table 1: Total variance explained

		Total variance explained



		Component

		Initial own values

		Extraction sums of the loadings squared

		Rotating sums of the loading squared



		

		Total

		% of variance

		% cumulative

		Total

		% of variance

		% cumulative

		Total

		% of variance

		% cumulative



		1

		5.889

		28.043

		28.043

		5.889

		28.043

		28.043

		4.599

		21.900

		21.900



		2

		3.310

		15.761

		43.804

		3.310

		15.761

		43.804

		3.472

		16.532

		38.431



		3

		2.163

		10.300

		54.104

		2.163

		10.300

		54.104

		3.152

		15.008

		53.439



		4

		1.470

		7.001

		61.105

		1.470

		7.001

		61.105

		1.610

		7.666

		61.105



		5

		1.179

		5.614

		66.719

		

		

		

		

		

		



		6

		.882

		4.200

		70.920

		

		

		

		

		

		



		7

		.777

		3.698

		74.618

		

		

		

		

		

		



		8

		.729

		3.474

		78.092

		

		

		

		

		

		



		9

		.689

		3.279

		81.371

		

		

		

		

		

		



		10

		.579

		2.756

		84.127

		

		

		

		

		

		



		11

		.530

		2.522

		86.649

		

		

		

		

		

		



		12

		.513

		2.445

		89.094

		

		

		

		

		

		



		13

		.441

		2.102

		91.196

		

		

		

		

		

		



		14

		.366

		1.743

		92.939

		

		

		

		

		

		



		15

		.331

		1.577

		94.516

		

		

		

		

		

		



		16

		.272

		1.295

		95.811

		

		

		

		

		

		



		17

		.269

		1.280

		97.091

		

		

		

		

		

		



		18

		.230

		1.097

		98.189

		

		

		

		

		

		



		19

		.165

		.787

		98.976

		

		

		

		

		

		



		20

		.123

		.585

		99.560

		

		

		

		

		

		



		21

		.092

		.440

		100.000

		

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 





Source: elaborate by the authors.



After analysis total variance explained, the validation of measurements followed with the method of principal components extraction, applyingthe method of orthogonal rotation VARIMAX, demonstrating that each factor is distributed in only one component.In a general way, the rotated matrix present the set of questions that explain the component, as shows Table 2, indicating if the measuresmeasure what they really what to measure, this is an internal consistency of the scale, and the distribution of each factor in its respective component. [46]consider that the effect of rotating the factorial matrix is to redistribute the variances of the first factors to the last in order to achieve a simpler factor pattern, and theoretically more meaningful. The VARIMAX rotation criterion focuses on simplifying the columns of the factorial matrix, maximizing the sum of the variances from the required loads [46].



Finally, Cronbach's Alpha is a measure of reliability ranging from 0 to 1, based on the values from 0.60 to 0.70 as the lower limit of acceptability, and reliability is the extent to which a variable or a set of variables is consistent with the measures, that is, considering consecutive measurements performed, the measures will present reliability if indicate consistent results [46]. Thus, a reliability analysis of the measures was performed to find out if the sets of questions (i.e. components) actually measure what is proposed. It verified the reliability of the instrument, by measuring the Cronbach's Alpha for each component, with values of 0.909 for Intraorganizational Social Connection, 0.877 for Neuroticism, 0.739 for Family-Work Conflict, and 0.828 for Knowledge Sharing.



Table 2: Component matrix rotating’

		Component matrix rotating



		Variables

		Component



		

		1

(Neuroticism)

		2

(Intraorganizational Social Connection)

		3

(Knowledge Sharing)

		4

(Family-Work Conflict)



		My family / friends complain about how many times I show myself preoccupied with work when I'm home.

		

		

		

		.561



		At work I have so many activities that they make me forget my personal (interests) things.

		

		

		

		.602



		I am considered someone well connected here in company with many contacts.

		

		

		

		.540



		Because of my contacts I'm one of the first to hear company news.

		

		

		

		.525



		I am a person who is stressed in nervous situations.

		.803

		

		

		



		I am a person who cares too much about others things.

		.642

		

		

		



		I am a person who can’t deal well with stressful situations.

		.610

		

		

		



		I am a person who gets stressed.

		.725

		

		

		



		I am a person who gets angry easily.

		.827

		

		

		



		I am a person who gets nervous easily.

		.821

		

		

		



		I am a moody person that can quickly change mood.

		.749

		

		

		



		I am a person that can be easily upset by things that go wrong.

		.617

		

		

		



		I share my experiences of working with colleagues that need need.

		

		

		.733

		



		When I discuss in group I do everything to share my experiences.

		

		

		.698

		



		I always show the information that my colleagues may need to work.

		

		

		.770

		



		Whenever I think of something that can improve the work of colleagues I say.

		

		

		.786

		



		I let my colleagues to see how I do things at work for them to learn.

		

		

		.829

		



		My contacts at work do I feel like I am part of the organization.

		

		.887

		

		



		My contacts at work make me feel included in the organization.

		

		.881

		

		



		My contacts at work make me feel like I was at home.

		

		.743

		

		



		My contacts at work do I feel like I am part of an integrated group.

		

		.864

		

		





Source: elaborate by the authors.

Analysis and Discussion of the Results



In the correlation and regression analysis was applied the test of the hypothesis. Table 3 showscorrelation coefficients of the model, which considers the Knowledge Sharing as the dependent variable and the remaining variables as independent. Thus, the first hypothesis was the only corroborated, which states that Intraorganizational Social Connection is positively related with Knowledge Sharing, and its Pearson correlation coefficient 0.338, where, the higher Knowledge Sharing, the higher Intraorganizational Social Connection. The second hypothesis states that Neuroticism is negatively related with Knowledge Sharing, but this hypothesis was refuted, because doesn’t show significance in the correlation model, Finally, the third hypothesis, which states that Family-Work Conflict is negatively related with Knowledge Sharing, was also refuted, because doesn’t show significance.



Highlights that there is a correlation between Family-Work Conflict and Neuroticism, with a positive correlation coefficient of 0.405, this is, the higher Family-Work Conflict, higher the Neuroticism and vice versa. There is also a negative correlation between Family-Work Conflict and Intraorganizational Social Connection, the higher Family-Work Conflict, lower the Intraorganizational Social Connection. Another negative correlation occurs between Neuroticism and Intraorganizational Social Connection, the higher Neuroticism, lower the Intraorganizational Social Connection and vice versa. 



Table 3: Correlations

		Correlations



		

		Family-Work Conflict

		Neuroticism

		Knowledge Sharing

		Intraorganizacional Social Connection



		Family-Work Conflict

		1

		

		

		



		Neuroticism

		.405***

		1

		

		



		Knowledge Sharing

		-.023

		-.141

		1

		



		Intraorganizacional Social Connection

		-.295***

		-.301***

		.338***

		1



		Source: elaborate by the authors.

***p< 0.01 (two-tailed).









In the regression model, the adjusted coefficient of determination (adjusted R²) is a measure of the adjusted coefficient of determination (R²), that considers the number of independent variables included in the regression equation, and the sample size [46].Besides, the variance inflation factor (VIF) is an indicator to the effect of other independent variables to the standard error of regression coefficient, it is directly related to the value of tolerance, so high values of VIF indicate high degree of collinearity or multicollinearity between the independent variables [46]. Table 4 shows the regression coefficients, where only Intraorganizational Social ConnectionBeta is significant, corresponding to fist hypothesis, wherein Knowledge Sharing is the dependent variable, and correlates positively with Intraorganizational Social Connection. In general, the model is significant, with F value = 5.219, whereas 0.102 R² adjusted, where the power of explanation model is a maximum of 10.20%, considering what was addressed as Knowledge Sharing. Furthermore, the data indicate that the VIF measure is less than 5 for the independent variables, thus it is concluded that there is no multicollinearity between measurements.









Table4: Regression

		Intraorganizational Social Connection

Family-Work Conflict

		.347***

.117



		Neuroticism

		-.084



		R²

		.127



		Adjusted R²

		.102



		F

		5.219***





Source: elaborate by the authors.

*** p< 0.01 (two-tailed).

As discussed in the literature, the Knowledge Sharing aims to analyze the extent of exchanges of information and experiences during social interactions between each actor in the network compared to its colleges[18]. The literature indicated that the higher the level of interaction, will also be greater exchange of experience between them [31]. Was identified a gap in the literature, because the existing research analyzed several variables, but wasn’t identified studies concerned about the influences of Intraorganizational Social Connection,Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict regarding the Knowledge Sharing. Thus, this work aims to contribute filling this gap.



The first hypothesis presents Intraorganizational Social Connection, and seeking to assess the extent which contacts of the organizational actor make him have a sense of belonging to the organization [11]. Thus, this hypothesis was confirmed, andIntraorganizational Social Connection is positively related to the Knowledge Sharing. The base of second hypothesis was the concept of [44], where high levels of neuroticism are associated with conflicts related to the professional environment, such as personality traits address the difficulty of dealing with stressful situations. However, it was refuted, thus the Neuroticism is not related negatively with Knowledge Sharing. The third hypothesis was based on the concept of [42], in which the authors assume the existence of conflict between work and family, due to the fact that the demands made on a role can compromise the performance expected by the individual in another role. But, the third hypothesis was refuted, because Family-Work Conflict is not negatively related with Knowledge Sharing.



Conclusions



This article aimed to examine in what extent the factors Neuroticism, Intraorganizational Social Connection, and Family-Work Conflict influence Knowledge Sharing. Was important consider these factors because Knowledge Sharing can impact in different ways processes in organizations coming from the interactions between the individuals[5]. So, the behavior of individuals to share knowledge is influenced by contextual factors and individual personal perceptions [6], in this study was considered three of a huge amount of variables. Faced with this context, was noted that the literature presented a study opportunity, thanwas evaluated some variables that could had positive or negative effect on Knowledge Sharing, they are: Intraorganizational Social Connections, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict.



The discussion started from the premise that Knowledge Sharing in organizations should consider the internal relations, considering ties between nods of the system referred to individuals who are socially connected [9]. It was understood that the variables Intraorganizational Social Connection, Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict constitute and determine the internal relations of the actors. Social Connection, according [31], indicates that the higher the level of interaction between the actors, higher the exchange of experience between them. Thus, the IntraorganizationalSocial Connection corroborates with what [16] points, that knowledge in organizations is maintained through social relationships and is not concentrated in one individual. When relations between individuals are more frequent, there is a greater possibility of positive connection [10], promoting greater Intraorganizational Social Connection [11,34].Whereas, [36] state that Neuroticism when present in high levels of individual's personality can bias ideas dissociated from reality, and compromise the relations. In the other hand, Family-Work Conflict indicates, according to [15], that the family tensions can influence the role the individual plays in their work. So [42] indicate that claims of work and family are mutually conflicting. From the relationship between Knowledge Sharing literature and the other independent variables, the deduction of some assertions that presupposed the correlation between the variables, positive or negative was possible.



However, the research problem was answered by checking the influence of Intraorganizational Social Connection,Neuroticism, and Family-Work Conflict on Knowledge Sharing. Thus, the main contribution of this paper is focused on results that show how Intraorganizational Social Connection really has influence on Knowledge Sharing, whereas Family-Work Conflict and Neuroticism were not confirmed as influencers of Knowledge Sharing. The individual share the same amount of knowledge with the presence of Neuroticism and Family-Work Conflict, not affecting negatively the Knowledge Sharing as originally thought. But, the individual actually share more knowledge if he lodge more social connections, making possible to fill a space of the gap that this paper set out to meet. About the limitations, this study may not be generalizable in a probabilistic way, only analytical generalization is possible. Thus, future research suggestions may address how the Knowledge Sharing occurs in other sectors, under different condition, as well considering other independent variables. Another suggestion is to examine the influence of the independent variables that were significantly correlated.
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